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Question: 59
A bank built a DebitAccount Service and a CreditAccount Service, both exposed as standard Web Services
(SOAP/HTTPS) in the enterprise. The bank now wants to build a FundTransfer Service that debits an input amount
from one account and credits it to another account. The FundTransfer Service must be able to throw and handle all
errors as SOAP Faults.
Which two TIBCO ActiveMatrix products are capable of enabling the implementation of this FundTransfer Service?
(Choose two.)
A . TIBCO ActiveMatrix Policy Manager
B . TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks
C . TIBCO ActiveMatrix Service Grid
D . TIBCO ActiveMatrix Service Performance Manager

Answer: B,C

Question: 60
Which two encryption types are supported by Policy Palette activities? (Choose two.)
B . 509
C . MD5
D . 3DES
E . AES-256
F . SHA1

Answer: C,D

Question: 61
Where is the Domain Utility run when adding a machine to a domain?
A . on any other machine in the domain
B . on the machine where the Administrator is installed
C . on the machine you want to add to the domain
D . use the Administrator GUI to add the machine

Answer: C

Question: 62
You need to define a process that can only be involved by other processes that are a part of the same package.
Which modifier should the process have?
A . private
B . protected
C . static

D . public

Answer: A

Question: 63
Which two statements are true about the Block Data Visibility Data Pattern? (Choose two.)
A . It is able to define data elements, which are accessible by each of the components of the corresponding subprocess.
B . It can be defined by tasks, which are accessible only within the context of individual execution instances of u that
task.
C . It is specific to a process instance or case. They can be accessed by all components of the process during the
execution of the case.
D . It exists in the external operating environment, able to be accessed by components of processes during ^ execution.

Answer: A,C

Question: 64
Which two issues can occur when too many operators are used in a message selector? (Choose two.)
A . message store overflow
B . selector truncation
C . stack overflow
D . recursive selector evaluation

Answer: C,D

Question: 65
In which format does TIBCO Designer store project trusted certificates?
A . PKCS12
B . PKCS7
C . PEM
D . Key Store

Answer: C

Question: 66
In a mapping, you want to copy a node from the input tree without any of the children this node might have.
Which statement should you use to accomplish this?
A . Copy Contents of
B . Copy All Except
C . Copy of
D . Copy

Answer: D

Question: 67
Two machines, Ml and M2, belong to the same domain. A TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks engine is deployed on
Ml, and a TIBCO Adapter is deployed on M2. The TIBCO Administrator server is hosted on Ml.
What is the most likely reason for the TIBCO Adapter status being "Unknown" and the ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks
engine status being "OK" in the TIBCO Administrator console?
A . The TIBCO Administrator server is down.
B . On M2, the TIBCO Hawk Agent is down.
C . The TIBCO Adapter is down.
D . The domain’s messaging transport is down.
E . On Ml, the TIBCO Hawk Agent is down.

Answer: B

Question: 68
Which three field names are found on the Outbound Packet Total on the Service Information page of the Rendezvous
daemon (RVD) HTTP Administrator interface? (Choose three.)
A . lost MC
B . lost PTP
C . bad pkts
D . shed MC
E . missed MC
F . suppressed MC

Answer: A,B,D

Question: 69
How can you implement a consistent form experience for a common subset of data across multiple tasks and forms,
while minimizing the number of places where changes must be made?
A . Use embedded forms.
B . Use a pageflow.
C . Copy and paste a form section into other forms.
D . Make a form pane read-only.

Answer: A

Question: 70
What are two accurate descriptions of a record that has conflict? (Choose two.)
A . A record has three versions and the same attribute in all versions has the same value in only two of the versions.
B . A record has three versions and the same attribute in all versions has different values.

C . A record has two versions and the same attribute in both versions has different values.
D . A record has two versions and the same attribute in one version has a null/empty value and the attribute in the
other version has a value.

Answer: B,C
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